
Maths
This week we started our money topic. We recapped the
different coins and notes we have. We then had to count the
total amounts, compare two amounts and even had to
answer some problems. 

Geography
We finished our United Kingdom topic by looking closely at where
we live. Lots of the children were able to tell us the road they live
on and their address. We used Google Earth to find their houses,
they found this very exciting! 
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Safer Internet Week
This week we have been celebrating Safer Internet Week. The
children learnt about technology in the past, phones, music
devices, games consoles and computers. We looked at what changes
can happen online when we are on devices, such as, battery
running out, updates needed and messages. We discussed how all
these scenarios make us feel. This was very interesting as some
children were happy because their device would work better after
an update but others would be frustrated waiting for it to
update. 



Have a lovely half term, see you on Monday 19th February!
Mrs Irvine, Miss Brooks, Mrs Brown and Mrs Gibbs

Spellings
I told the children that I wasn’t sending spellings home
during half term, some were overjoyed others were
disappointed so, as promised, I’ve added the 100 High
Frequency words and the Common Exception Words to
practise. 

Times Tables
The children have been enjoying their weekly times tables tests. I
know a few of you are wondering how we teach them and then you
can support their learning at home with consistency. 
So for 3 x 4, we say three times four but we also say it as three
groups of four. We can draw three groups of four dots. Then you
count them in fours, 4, 8, 12. 


